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Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles,
available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heartracing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes:
WHITE CHRISTMAS FOR THE SINGLE MOM Christmas Miracles in Maternity
by Susanne Hampton Will single mom Juliet Turner's chemistry with Dr. Charlie
Warren make this a Christmas to remember? PLAYBOY ON HER CHRISTMAS
LIST The London Primary Hospital by Carol Marinelli Snowed in with Holly
Jacobs, playboy doc Daniel Chandler wonders if their connection is for life—not
just for Christmas… THE DOCTOR'S SLEIGH BELL PROPOSAL by Susan
Carlisle Could Ellen Cox's desire for her handsome boss, Chance Freeman, lead
to a very special Christmas proposal? Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn
FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from
wherever you shop.
The Wallflower's Secret - Susan Carlisle Since making the ultimate emotional
sacrifice for her sister, counsellor Lucy Edwards has kept her heart on lockdown.
Enter neurosurgeon Ryan O'Doherty, complete with piercing blue eyes and
roguish charm! Working with him on an emotive case brings all of Lucy's painful
memories to the surface...and even closer to Ryan. Lucy's finally tempted to let
someone in, but will their fragile relationship survive her most difficult revelation?
Flirting With Danger - Tina Beckett Dr Brad Davis's success with women is the
talk of the hospital, but even he knows that nurse Chloe Jenkins is strictly offlimits. But when she shows up on his doorstep seeking refuge and wearing little
more than lingerie, Brad is very tempted to break all the rules... Tempting Nurse
Scarlet - Wendy S. Marcus Head nurse Scarlet Miller's take-no-prisoners attitude
makes her a force to be reckoned with on the neo-natal ward. She thought her
hidden vulnerability was impenetrable...but A&E doc - and struggling single dad Lewis Jackson ties her heart up in knots! Suddenly this tough-cookie nurse is
wondering if Lewis and his troubled daughter may actually be her undoing...
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York
Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an
idea.
Ian Chalmers’s dream life didn’t include becoming the Earl of Hartley or the
CEO of Hartley International Shipping, but he obediently accepted the
responsibilities when his father and older brother are killed. Duty to the Hartley
title and business reputation becomes his all-consuming focus. Ian’s world
revolves around unending work and doing what’s expected of him. Then a nervePage 1/7
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wracking, albeit completely fascinating, free-spirited female enters his structured
life and turns it upside down. Allison Moore is the American constructional
engineer hired to direct the repairs on Hartley castle. Despite their instant
attraction, Allison doesn’t appreciate Ian’s high-handed control of everything in
his sphere of influence. Still she’s determined to placate the vexing ‘master of
the castle’ in order to get the job done, bringing her another step closer to
achieving her life’s goal of having a home of her own. Her strategy is
complicated then frustrated when Ian’s kisses prove so delicious her treacherous
heart undermines her immunity to his charm. With the project almost complete
and their sizzling interlude ending, Ian and Allison must decide what they want
most in life. Is it possible they’ve each been laboring towards the wrong goals?
Could what they have with each other be the cornerstone of true love?
Head nurse Scarlet Miller's take-no-prisoners attitude makes her a force to be
reckoned with on the neonatal ward, but no one has ever questioned her
devotion to her patients. She thought her hidden vulnerability was impenetrable
... but E.R. doc and struggling single dad Lewis Jackson ties her heart up in
knots! Suddenly this tough-cookie nurse is wondering if Lewis and his troubled
daughter might actually be her undoing ...
It only takes one spark! Dr. Alex Rodriguez and Dr. Layla Woods learned the
hard way that their passion was as destructive as it was sizzling. They had no
choice but to walk away before it destroyed their careers and their hearts for
good. But now they're back in each other's orbit, and suddenly their past
becomes their future once more. Because trying to fool the buzzing hospital
grapevine that the spark between them has died is a challenge. And convincing
each other? Impossible…
The sweeping, unforgettable story of an interracial couple in 1990s New York
City who are determined to protect their love against all odds—a reimagining of
Romeo and Juliet “Triumphant . . . sensuous, tender, and faceted like cut
glass.”—Cathy Park Hong, award-winning author of Minor Feelings Hannah, a
Korean American girl from Queens, New York, and Angel, a Puerto Rican boy
from Brooklyn, fall in love in the spring of 1993 at a quinceañera: under a torn
pink streamer loose as a tendril of hair—lush— his eyes. Darkluminous. Warm. A
blush floods her. Hannah sucks in her breath, but can’t pull back. Music fades. A
hush ~ he’s a young buck in the underbrush, still in a disco ball dance of shadow
& light Their forbidden love instantly and wildly blooms along the Jackie Robinson
Expressway. Told across the changing seasons, Angel & Hannah holds all of the
tension and cadence of blank verse while adding dynamic and expressive
language rooted in a long tradition of hip-hop and spoken word, creating new and
magnetic forms. The poetry of Angel and Hannah’s relationship is dynamic,
arresting, observant, and magical, conveying the intimacies and sacrifices of love
and family and the devastating realities of struggle and loss.
"Protected by her ice queen facade and wearing her designer suits as armor,
heart surgeon Michelle Ross is always in control. Then maverick anesthesiologist
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Ty Smith sweeps into her operating theater and ruffles her well-groomed
feathers! He is her complete opposite, but even Michelle isn't immune to his
charms, especially when she starts to see the real Ty. She knows that he'll soon
be back on his sleek black motorcycle, out on the road again, but can she stop
her heart from leaving with him?"--p. [4] of cover.
Some secrets are best shared… Since making the ultimate emotional sacrifice for her sister,
counsellor Lucy Edwards has kept her feelings buried and her heart on lockdown. Enter
neurosurgeon Ryan O'Doherty, complete with piercing blue eyes and roguish charm. Working
with him on an emotive case brings all of Lucy's painful memories to the surface…and even
closer to Ryan. Lucy's finally tempted to let someone in—but will their fragile relationship survive
her most difficult revelation?
Taking a chance on love… China Davis is happy. She is. So what if her family is a mess? She
has careful control over her own life! Yet when new hotshot doc Payton Jenkins arrives, that
control is suddenly put to the test…. Payton left a successful Chicago practice the moment he
recovered from cancer, desperate to live a full life. But it's soon clear that beautiful Golden
Shores nurse China is hiding from even the simplest of pleasures…. Can Payton show China
that there's more to life…?
"Hotshot surgeon Dan Morris fixes his little patients' hearts, but no woman has ever melted the
icy barricades around his own. Then he meets cheery Molly Shriver, the physiotherapist
treating his injured son. Her joie-de-vivre helps Dan see the world in a new light. Molly might
be able to see behind Dan's mask to the damaged man beneath, but she knows better than
most that letting her help him heal is a whole other issue..."--Back cover.
From boss to bride… ER doc Kiefer Bradford is stunned to find Ashley Marsh is his new boss.
And being the only doctor at her medical clinic presents him with a delicious challenge—staying
away from the Southern belle whose kiss once set him alight! Ashley is totally out of bounds,
but as she returns his kisses with a passion that matches the hot summer sun, Kiefer soon
wonders… Could she be the one woman to unlock his heart and lead him from "I can't" to "I
do"?
"After gossip headlines announce that reluctant socialite Eleanor Aston is in a 'relationship'
with smooth-talking Texan Tyler Donaldson, for one glorious night this fake fling becomes fact,
not fiction! Devoted nurse Eleanor knows she's in over her head with neo-natal doc Ty, and
that's before the paparazzi discover her baby bombshell!"--p. [4] of cover.
Pregnant on his doorstep! Former army medic Ryan Matthews loves his work as a
midwife—bringing life into the world helps him forget losing his best friend in Iraq. But when
Ryan finds his friend's pregnant wife on his doorstep, his whole world is turned upside down…
For Ryan, opening his door to Phoebe is one thing—but opening his heart is a whole different
matter. Until one scorching, unforgettable kiss unleashes emotions he locked away long
ago…and Ryan finds himself fighting against a love he's never dared to believe exists!
"Head pediatrician Jack Carter may be the king of emotional detachment, but working with
psychologist Nina Wilson tests his iron control to the limit! When a heart-wrenching case
throws them together, legendary bachelor Jack soon finds that he's getting closer to his
colleague than his cool, detached persona would like"--p. [4] of cover.
His surprise Christmas promise Dr. Ellen Cox goes to South America to break the shackles of
her confined life. But she never imagined replacing them with bonds of desire for her new
hotshot boss—Chance Freeman! Guarded Chance, although sorely tempted, tries to keep Ellen
at a distance—and when the dangers of their jobs are ramped up, he sends her home to safety.
Then he realizes his mistake and heads for snowy New York, determined to win Ellen with a
very special Christmas proposal!
Barefoot in Manhattan Dr. Brad Davis's success with women is the talk of Manhattan's Angel
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Mendez Children's Hospital—but even he knows that Nurse Chloe Jenkins, his best friend's little
sister, is strictly off-limits. But when she shows up on his doorsept barefoot, seeking refuge and
wearing little more than lingerie, Brad is very tempted to break all the rules…. Newly single
Chloe is moving on from her cheating, soon-to-be ex-husband. But she has no idea how to be
single! Drop-dead-gorgeous Brad is the perfect partner for her pretend dating road test, but
can Chloe resist the very real temptation?
Nyc Angels: Unmasking Dr. Serious by Laura Iding Hot–shot surgeon Dan Morris fixes his little
patients' hearts, but no woman has ever melted the icy barricades around his own. Then he
meets cheery Molly Shriver, the physiotherapist treating his injured son. Her 'joie–de–vivre'
helps Dan see the world in a new light. Molly might be able to see behind Dan's mask to the
damaged man beneath, but she knows better than most that letting her help him heal is a
whole other issue... NYC Angels: The Wallflower's Secret by Susan Carlisle Since making the
ultimate emotional sacrifice for her sister, counsellor Lucy Edwards has kept her feelings
buried and her heart on lockdown. Enter neurosurgeon Ryan O'Doherty, complete with piercing
blue eyes and roguish charm. Working with him on an emotive case brings all of Lucy's painful
memories to the surface...and even closer to Ryan. Lucy's finally tempted to let someone in –
but will their fragile relationship survive her most difficult revelation?
Love always finds a way...
Along Came Polly… Surgeon Johnny Griffin's world stopped when he lost his wife and unborn
child. Now only his little patients can brighten Johnny's day. Until the moment bubbly new
nurse Polly Seymour whirls into his ward and turns his life upside down! She's the ray of
sunshine this brooding doc needs—the only woman who can make him feel alive again. It could
be the second chance Johnny's dreamed of…if he doesn't let her slip through his fingers….
A kiss, a fling…a wedding ring? Dr. Helena Tate still believes in love, despite her past
heartbreak, and that one day she’ll have a baby of her own. Her gorgeous but brooding
colleague Dr. Elijah Davenport, however, is not the man to pin her hopes on. He’s no longer
interested in long-term relationships. But being maid of honor and best man at a wedding in
snow-covered Central Park heightens their attraction. Soon their Christmas fling becomes so
much more! Can Helena tame Manhattan Mercy’s playboy—so they both get the love they
deserve?
A Christmas kiss between friends is simple, until it isn’t… Clarissa Chalmers Simmons’ world is
in turmoil. After fleeing an abusive marriage and her divorce, all she wants is to heal and
create a calm, safe environment for her children. She’s returned to her ancestral home and
the comfort of family, which includes a trusted childhood friend, Roger. She finds him
handsome and sweet, but too set in his ways for her taste. With Roger’s encouragement and
help, Clarissa takes on a new position in the family business and gains personal satisfaction
she’s never known. What she doesn’t plan on is her and Roger’s ‘under the mistletoe ball’
kiss rocking her world. Roger Clarke, is the easy-going estate manager at Hartley Castle and a
confirmed bachelor. He has always been there in Clarissa’s background but recently has
become her rock-steady confidant. Despite his long-held secret feelings for the flighty, beautiful
and willful Clarissa, he has never acted on them. He’s not a suitable match for her. After all he
is an employee of his best friend and her brother, Lord Hartley. Even if given the chance,
Roger has no desire to become the rebound guy. Despite that, if he doesn’t act on Clarissa’s
passionate reaction to his kiss, he might lose his chance of having the only woman who’s ever
stirred his heart.
Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy
these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This
Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: A MIRACLE FOR THE BABY DOCTOR The
Halliday Family by Meredith Webber It started with a passionate island fling… Now embryologist
Fran Hawthorne must tell Dr. Steve Ransome she's carrying the baby she thought she'd never
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have. STOLEN KISSES WITH HER BOSS by Susan Carlisle For medical transcriber Cynthia
Markum and her boss, Dr. Sean Donovan, from the moment their lips first meet, there's just no
turning back… ENCOUNTER WITH A COMMANDING OFFICER Mediterranean Army Docs by
Charlotte Hawkes Major Felicity Delaunay gets under Colonel Ash Stirling's skin like no other,
and he soon finds himself breaking all his—and her—rules.
Killian knows all about vampires and aliens. They’re not real. But when a handsome swimmer
climbs into her storm-tossed boat an hour from her summer destination, the worlds of fantasy
and reality suddenly collide… Cuttylea Island has no mall, no social scene, and no action. But it
does have a mysterious stone tower, ageless islanders, and a secret as astonishing as a
mermaid’s tale… Before the summer is through, Killian will find the truth of her family’s
past…and the role she is destined to play in a centuries-old curse.

Newly single Chloe is moving on from her cheating, soon-to-be ex-husband. But
she has no idea how to be single! Drop-dead gorgeous Brad is the perfect
partner for her pretend dating road test, but can Chloe resist the very real
temptation?
Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you three new titles at agreat value,
available now! Enjoy these stories packed withpulse-racing romance and heartracing medical drama. ThisHarlequin® Medical Romance box set includes: HER
CHRISTMAS BABY BUMP Midwives On-Call atChristmas by Robin Gianna Dr.
Aaron Cartwright'smistletoe kisses were dazzling, but midwife Hope never
expected to endup pregnant…after just one night! ONE NIGHT BEFORE
CHRISTMAS by Susan Carlisle After their short, steamy time together, Melanie's
falling for hotshotdoc Dalton Reynolds…can she convince him to stay? A FATHER
THIS CHRISTMAS? by Louisa Heaton Now that delicious Dr. Jacob Dolan is
back, Eva mustreveal her three-year-old secret—their adorable son, Seb!Look for
six new captivating love stories every month fromHarlequin® Medical Romance!
Magic in Snow Mountain Resort Dr. Baylie Walker loves her job. As an
emergency medical technician she gets to spend her days skiing through the
mountains and saving lives. A secluded and quiet life is just what she needs….
Until delectable Dr. Kyle Campbell makes a dramatic entrance! He may be
gorgeous, with a tortured edge, but he's exactly the kind of distraction she hoped
to avoid this Christmas! Sparks fly when they are forced to work together. And as
the first snow of the season begins to fall, they have nowhere to run….
NYC ANGELS: Unmasking Dr Serious Hotshot surgeon Dan Morris fixes his little
patients' hearts, but no woman has ever melted the icy barricades around his
own. Then he meets cheery Molly Shriver, the physiotherapist treating his injured
son. Molly might be able to see behind Dan's mask to the damaged man
beneath, but letting her help him heal is a whole other issue...NYC ANGELS: The
Wallflower's Secret Since making the ultimate emotional sacrifice for her sister,
counsellor Lucy Edwards has kept her feelings buried and her heart on lockdown.
Enter neurosurgeon Ryan O'Doherty, complete with piercing blue eyes and
roguish charm Lucy's finally tempted to let someone in...but will their fragile
relationship survive her most difficult revelation?
Hotshot surgeon Dan Morris fixes his little patients' hearts, but no woman has
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ever melted the icy barricades around his own. Then he meets cheery Molly
Shriver, the physiotherapist treating his injured son. Molly might be able to see
behind Dan's mask to the damaged man beneath, but letting her help him heal is
a whole other issue...
As a model, Mallory Andrews’ good looks had worked for her for years, but now
she’s determined to prove she’s a talented historical interior designer. To do
that she must remain unwavering in her focus regarding her current project, the
restoration of a historical English manor house turned hotel. The problem is, she
keeps getting sidetracked by the handsome and charming grandson of the
owner. Renowned hotel magnate and business consultant, Evan Townsend is
retained by the board of his estranged grandmother’s company to make
recommendations regarding the failing hotel that could put his grandmother into
bankruptcy. His first chore is to terminate the work Mallory is doing. She launches
a campaign to prove the changes she has made and others she has planned will
benefit his grandmother’s financial bottom line. Evan’s mounting attraction to
the beautiful and clever Mallory has him reconsidering his stance on her present
work, yet he remains resistant to her requests not to sell the hotel so her work
can continue. If only he could be as unaffected by her kisses. Both fear the other
is using the sexual magnetism between them to get what they want. Can Mallory
and Evan design a way to break through the walls of half-truths and what-ifs to
build a lifetime of love?
Unwrapping Dr. Reynolds… Sports physician Dr. Melanie Hyde is used to being
treated as one of the guys—but just sometimes it would be nice to be treated like
a woman… So when hotshot orthopedic doctor Dalton Reynolds flies in to Niagara
Falls, his brooding good looks ignite feelings Mel never even knew existed!
Dalton's flight leaves in a few days, and yet after their short but steamy time
together Mel knows that she's already fallen for him. Can she melt Dalton's heart
and convince him to stay…just in time for Christmas?
Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles,
available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heartracing medical drama. This WEDDING themed Harlequin Medical Romance box
set includes: #824 WINNING BACK HIS DOCTOR BRIDE The Hollywood Hills
Clinic by Tina Beckett Dr. James Rothsberg must decide whether to run again, or
fight for Mila Brightman—the woman he never stopped loving! #825 WHITE
WEDDING FOR A SOUTHERN BELLE Summer Brides by Susan Carlisle Could
Ashley Marsh be the only woman to lead ER doc Keifer Bradford from “I can't” to
“I do”? #826 WEDDING DATE WITH THE ARMY DOC Summer Brides by
Lynne Marshall Charlotte Johnson avoids romance…but when army doc Jackson
Hilstead invites her to a wedding, she can't resist!
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now!
Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama.
This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: CHRISTMAS BRIDE FOR THE
SHEIKH Ruthless Royal Sheikhs—also in this linked duet Captive for the Sheikh’s
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Pleasure is available in December from Harlequin Presents by Carol Marinelli He
enticed her into one sizzling night… Now notorious sheikh Hazin al-Razim is desperate
to claim midwife Flo as his bride! CHRISTMAS WITH THE BEST MAN Christmas in
Manhattan by Susan Carlisle Playboy doc Elijah Davenport doesn’t believe in love, but
will the passion he shares with Dr. Helena Tate change his mind? NAVY DOC ON HER
CHRISTMAS LIST Christmas in Manhattan by Amy Ruttan Former navy doc Zac
Davenport once broke her vulnerable heart, but being snowed in with him has Dr. Ella
Lockwood thinking about one more irresistible kiss… Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to
earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from
wherever you shop.
An unexpected baby… When successful surgeon Grant Smythe's baby half sister is
orphaned, Grant is determined to be there for little Lily—unlike his own father. A
convenient proposal… But a challenge for custody means Grant needs a wife, too! New
nanny Sara Marcum is the ideal candidate… A wife forever? It might be temporary, but
soon warmhearted Sara completes more than just Grant's family. Can he convince his
bride-for-now to become his forever wife?
From matchmaker…to perfect match? Whitney Thomason prides herself on being able
to find the perfect partner for anyone, but heart surgeon Tanner Locke is a real
challenge! He wants to settle down, but he's adamant there'll be no falling in love…
When Whitney's candidate falls through, it's up to her to be the girlfriend Tanner needs
for his weekend business getaway, but two days in close proximity proves torturous.
They know giving in to temptation is a bad idea, but desire is more powerful than
reason…
After hours… To medical transcriber Cynthia Markum, Dr. Sean Donovan is just a
voice—a deliciously sexy one—in her earpiece…until he asks to meet in person. She’s
nervous and excited, but it’s crazy to have feelings for a man she’s never laid eyes on,
right? Besides, he’s her employer! Stunning Cynthia couldn’t be further from the
woman Sean imagined her to be, and their attraction is mutual and instantaneous.
Neither are ready for a relationship, but from the moment their lips meet there’s just no
going back…
When trouble comes knocking… Nutritionist Kelsey Davis has a plan. Leaving Golden
Shores—and her past—firmly behind her, she's ready for a new job, a fresh start and a
life led her way! That is, until Dr. Jordon King arrives back in town. He doesn't
remember her and, worse, he's even more deliciously sexy than ever! Kelsey is falling
for Jordon all over again—but once she uncovers the truth that links Jordon to their
painful past, can she still allow him to rule her heart…?
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